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The front page is a site mainly to inform you
about our products and pages inside the site

can be used to download our software, though
some pages are just for fun, if you like, you
can click on the links on the bottom of any
page to get the links for software and other

fun stuff. Nov 18 Nov 16 Announcing Octopus
v3 Octoplus Octopus v3 Octoplus Octopus v3

is a feature rich application designed to
monitor the activities of your Octopus devices
and alert you to security breaches, reset all

the gateway's on all Octopus devices or even
lock the network down so you can easily give
remote access to your partners and trusted
users from your Octopus devices. Octopus

Octoplus v3 is based on the OctoSPI provided
by Octopus, OctoSPI allows Octopus v3 to

control and monitor all of Octoplus software
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the gateway's on all Octopus devices,
Octoplus allows Octopus v3 to create different

security zones within the Octopus Network
and also alert you when a host gets through

and connects to the Octopus network allowing
you to block all the gateway's on that device.
Another great feature is the ability to add new

gateway's to the network, this is done by
simply clicking the new gateway icon and

providing the IP address of the gateway you
want to add to Octoplus v3, v3 can also add
gateway's to any gateway defined within the
network. Octoplus v3 also allows you to start

and stop Octopus devices and even reset
them if required. Octoplus v3 allows you to

change the host name of all Octopus devices
and allows you to define a certificate for each
device, if required. Some Octopus users have
reported that some of their Octopus devices

start spinning wildly when logging into
Octopus v3 for the first time. Octoplus v3
allows you to define access rights for all
Octopus users and you can even define

different levels of access for the same user.
Octoplus v3 supports multiple firewall rules,
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these are fine grained rules that allow you to
define a custom action based on the

conditions you define. For example you can
easily tell Octoplus v3 to automatically block
the gateway's on all Octopus devices if there

is a breach of network security. There is also a
fully integrated Access Lists, these allow you

to define a custom set of firewall rules to
define
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Do you have to reinstall the software to use
the new firmware. Does it have a new

firmware? Stanton McAnally I assume they are
going for something like a Cold War spy

theme, much more embarrassing when a child
is spying on us. Odyssey R. All I do is type in

the product number and the damn thing scans
for wifi networks and give me a list of places
that are available for me to buy one of these
things Odyssey R. Is this how you identify wifi

networks with the app? sharkswim I don’t
think it is a “crack” program for a genuine LG
product. I have even had it ask for the correct

country id. There is a lot of scam software
going around. For that amount of money a

computer and wifi will do. I would imagine the
newer android phones are also susceptible.

DangerousB Still suckers DangerousB 4.3.5.0
no more buy Erewanusi This is so wrong and

weird. sharkswim So I read your comment too
late. But I don’t think what he was referring to
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is a crack. You can’t legally download a
cracked program for a product you own for

free. Erewanusi Oh yes you can. Jorge I have a
samsung lg watch, and I bought it.I have

already downloaded its firmware.And I have
your ip.Yes I will keep a track of you.Sending
the firmware to you, so dont worry. Jorge I’ll

send you my email address,so I can send you
the firmware. Dibon Ok… Does it work with

different LG models? Jorge Ehh… Not sure… I
have one samsung and it works with it… Dibon
Ok, thanks. Jorge … WiiMow The LG App (v2 9)

doesn’t work with the newest LG phones
(phablet). But the App (v2) (8.2.6.0) works

with all versions, it’s extremely easy to update
from your phone or tablet. Hi Plumn, the best

way
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